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Please contact individual movie theaters for showtimes.
Movie Minis for the week of June 17
They are among at least 577 Indian children who lost both
parents to Covid between April 1 and May 25, when India was
battling its second wave of the outbreak, according to
government figures. But non ...
Covid orphans are a tragic legacy of India's pandemic
Today, this Mother City is turning legitimate citizens into orphans
and criminals because the system, like in 1961, refuses to
adequately provide a safety net for its most vulnerable people.
Cape Town is taking off its Mother City cloak and taking
on the face of an Orphan City
WAMC's Ian Pickus and resident quizzer Mike Nothnagel welcome
Broadway fanatic and friend of the program Sarah LaDuke to the
stage.
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Any Questions #502: "Broadway Adjectives"
Carson City history from the archives of the Nevada Appeal.
Past Pages for June 19 to 22, 2021
“Because my parents were orphans after the war, they knew
about their parents ... Risa Daitzman Heywood, who lives in Sun
City part of the year, has a company called Research by Risa
which specializes ...
Arizona Jewish genealogists organize, present at
international conference
Work to reclaim oil and gas sites in B.C. is exceeding new drilling
due to provincial regulations and an injection of federal money,
the PRRD heard last week. OGC Commissioner Paul Jeakins gave
the ...
Oil and gas ‘restoration economy’ underway in B.C., says
OGC
Over the years, I've been asked repeatedly about what
happened to orphans throughout Cape Girardeau's history.
Parent-less children often were sent to live with relatives. This
happened to my ...
'Baby show' finds homes for children
Daniella Francois sleeps each night on a small foam mattress in
a gymnasium in the Haitian capital that has been converted into
an emergency shelter, as she is unable to return to her Port-auPrince ...
Fleeing gangs, thousands of Haitians unsure of their
future
Scythian and Gaelic Storm are returning to the 2021 Iowa Irish
Fest, Aug. 6-8. The bands will join 20 bands and entertainers,
including five groups traveling from Ireland ...
Gaelic Storm, Scythian headline 2021 Iowa Irish Fest
Sometimes Mohamed Sidibay wonders if the last 15 years have
been a dream, if he might wake up on someone’s porch in the
slums of Sierra Leone’s capital Freetown, where as a homeless
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former child ...
How Mohamed Sidibay went from child soldier to
Covington associate
Wartburg, which provides a range of services for senior citizens
from short-term rehabilitation to nursing home and assisted
living care, on June 3 received approval from the Mount Vernon
Planning ...
Wartburg wins approval for assisted living building; delay
for 210-unit independent living structure
the band of ragtag orphans (including Stargirls’ Jake Austin
Walker, Mud’s Jacob Lofland, and newcomer Slade Monroe of
Argyle), and their resilient spirit, became an inspiration to their
city ...
‘12 Mighty Orphans’ review: Fort Worth football film
plays it safe, conquers with Texas-sized heart
How to prepare for a career in performing arts UPES reinvents
pedagogy for uninterrupted learning How to get into a top Indian
business school ...
Shortage of injections for mucormycosis a worry: Rajesh
Tope
“City of Rivers,” presented by Megan Butler of Riverfront Fort
Wayne, Meeting Room C • May 12: “Orphan Trains,” presented
by Karen Richards, an ARCH board of directors member, Meeting
Room A ...
Fort Wayne’s historic churches, African-American
pioneers, rivers among free ARCH lecture topics
A Palestinian peddler walks with bags of cotton candy past the
rubble of a building destroyed following the May 2021 Israeli
aggression on Gaza, in Gaza City's Al Rimal neighbourhood ...
including ...
Local NGO holds online workshop for traumatised
Palestinian children, caregivers
The Clone Club is coming back for another round: Tatiana
Maslany will return as narrator of Season 2 of “Orphan Black ...
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Heli Kennedy, E.C. Myers and Lindsay Smith. “Power Trip,” set ...
.
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